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Season 49, Episode 49
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Ep. #12278



Jennifer warns her mother to not interfere with her relationship with Jordan. Meanwhile, Jordan, Carly and Jack learn that Rosanna has fled with Cabot and everyone suspects Paul of helping her go. Paul claims innocence, but then makes a surprising emotional appeal to Jordan to let Rosanna go for Cabots sake. Jordan rejects Pauls plea and makes it clear to his brother that he will find Rosanna and the baby. Meanwhile, Rosanna changes her flight plan and thinks she is truly safe. Dusty escapes from the IRS agent and manages to follow the limo and grab Lucy from the driver. Lucy is terrified by Dustys actions, but he works hard to get her to understand she was in the middle of being kidnapped. Lucy feels better when Dusty promises to call the police, but Dusty realizes he is going to be arrested for money laundering and hangs up the phone. When Lucy asks when the police will be here, Dusty informs her there has been a change of plans. While a disappointed Jessica realizes she is not pregnant, Margo and Doc find themselves in the steam room and unable to resist each other. They are interrupted and Margo takes off. She confides all in Jessica, fearing her attraction to Doc is beyond her control. Later, Jessica confronts Doc, unaware that Kim is within earshot.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
10 June 2004, 14:00
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